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Application Instructions Step-by-Step Instructions

Tips & Tricks

-Create artwork in your software program for your vinyl cutter
-Make sure the image is reversed before sending to the cutter

-Remove liner (if product has one) and load sheet into the cutter, 
 color/shiny side down
-Plotter cut as mirror image through the micro glass bead
 reflective layer and thermo-sensitive adhesive to the clear film 
 layer. Slow your cutting speed and use a sharp knife. Do NOT cut
 through the clear backing film
-Cutter settings can alter for each cutter and how dull or sharp the
 blade is.
-Test cutting is recommended

-Weed away excess material with weeding tool
*Tip: Weed from the outside and work your way in

-Load garment onto heat press
-Preheat garment for 4 seconds
-Place weeded design liner/shiny side up
-Set heat press to desired temperature
-Press with firm, even pressure for 3-4 seconds
-Peel protective film cold in one smooth direction
-Place teflon sheet over image and re-press for 10-15 seconds. 
-Peel away teflon sheet once it has cooled completely 

-Settings can alter for each cutter and how dull or sharp the 
 blade is
-Test cutting is recommended
-Wash inside out for the best results
-For dazzle cloth and shiny polyester materials, we highly 
 recommend that you wash and dry your garments prior to 
 pressing your design
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Material

Peel
Peel lukewarn
Place teflon sheet over
image and re-press for
10-15 seconds

Washing & Care
Wait 24 hours before first
wash, wash inside out on 
cool, tumble dry low, 
suitable for dry cleaning  

 

Application Pressure
Firm, even pressure

Application Time
Preheat garment for 4
seconds
Press for 3-4 seconds

Application Temperature
300 degrees

Cut or print Direction
Cut in reverse
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Reflection for nylon

Nylon and treated textiles 
such as durable water 
repellent agents, 
polyester, or dry-wicking
agents


